
NEGRONI MENU

THE NEGRONI 

Invented by Forsco Scarselli of Cafe Casoni in Florence, Italy in 1919 to please regular customer ‘Count’ 
Camillo Negroni who wanted some extra alcohol in his Milano Torino - Campari, sweet vermouth and soda 
and now known as an Americano. Scarselli replaced the soda with gin and garnished it with orange instead 

of lemon and an Italian classic cocktail was born. 

Served traditionally in equal parts of gin, sweet vermouth and Campari, this classic bitter-sweet, full-
throttle aperitif cocktail, is becoming a modern favourite, particularly as people experiment with different 

ingredients.  

Wolftown Original Gin’s orange and spice notes make it our natural choice for our gin based Negronis. It 
and all the ingredients you need to make incredible Negronis at home, are available in the Wolftown shop. 

Saluti! 

HOUSE NEGRONI 
Our House Negroni served with a glass full of ice and made with equal 25ml measures of Wolftown Gin, Ver-Mo 

sweet vermouth from Turin and Pallini Bitters liqueur from Rome and a dash of orange bitters.  
Served with a twist of orange zest. 

£8 

LONG NEGRONI 
Made with a 50ml measure of our batch made House Negroni and topped up with tonic or soda, this more accessible 

long drink allows you to experience the complex bitter orange flavours of a Negroni, with a lighter touch. 
£7.50 

RUM NEGRONI 
25ml each of a fine Caribbean Rum, our house vermouth Ver-Mo and our Campari replacement, Pallini Bitters add a 

deep complexity to the classic Negroni. 
£9 

BOULEVARDIER 
Thought to have been invented in Harry’s Bar, Paris, by an American writer for Boulevardier magazine, this Negroni 
alternative replaces gin with Bourbon. Made with 25ml each of Bourbon, house vermouth and house Italian bitter 

liqueur. 
£9 

COFFEE NEGRONI 
Our House Negroni served with a half shot of Mr Black cold brew coffee liqueur 

Served with a twist of orange zest. 
£9

Negronis are served as minimum 75ml measures as standard.


